1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

We are constantly surrounded by objects that need to be segmented from their background, visually processed and identified, in order to understand our environment and to determine the possible interactions with it. Humans use several cues to detect objects and perform extremely well at visually identifying objects. The grouping of elementary features, based on cues such as proximity, orientation, similarity or collinearity, enables segmenting stimuli from noise, detecting shapes, and eventually recognizing objects. It has been well established that visual object recognition is accomplished in a series of processing steps throughout a hierarchically organized ventral visual stream. Several levels of abstraction of the visual information are provided through this neural hierarchy ([@bib0036]; [@bib0094]). Low-level features of objects are processed posteriorly in the occipital cortex (e.g., contour orientation in V1), while higher-level properties such as global shape and object representations, are processed more anteriorly, along the ventral temporal cortex ([@bib0036]). In particular, the lateral occipital complex (LOC) plays a major role in object perception ([@bib0040]; [@bib0049]; [@bib0050]). This object-sensitive region is functionally characterized by a higher activation level for intact objects than for scrambled counterparts ([@bib0055]). Finally, conceptual processing of objects involves anterior regions, such as the anterior temporal pole and the orbitofrontal cortex ([@bib0007]; [@bib0079]).

It is important to emphasize the interactive and bidirectional nature of the ventral visual stream, involving not only bottom-up but also top-down processing streams between these brain regions ([@bib0002]; [@bib0019]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0087]). Top-down signals sent from higher-level areas contribute to disambiguate the incoming visual information and to optimize processing in lower-level regions ([@bib0030]; [@bib0063]; [@bib0070]). A consequence of these top-down signals is a decrease in activation levels in low-level areas, as if the more local, lower-level activations are "explained away" by more global, higher-level interpretations (e.g., [@bib0051]). Top-down processing from frontal regions, such as the orbitofrontal cortex and the inferior frontal gyrus ([@bib0006], [@bib0007]; [@bib0008]; [@bib0062]; [@bib0080]), would carry prior knowledge (i.e., predictions) about the object. Bar and colleagues, in particular, have shown that low-spatial frequency visual information quickly triggers predictions hosted in the left orbitofrontal cortex, which are subsequently fed back to verify whether they match the gradually assembled bottom-up information in the ventral visual stream ([@bib0006], [@bib0007]; [@bib0008]). Importantly, this interactive interplay and flexible shift between bottom-up and top-down processes along the ventral visual stream constitute the basis of the amazing ability to rapidly capture the conceptual gist of a scene.

In Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), visual perception is often characterized as atypical and the interplay between these bottom-up and top-down processes may be altered. ASD refers to a spectrum of early onset neurodevelopmental disorders characterized by impairments in social interactions and communication, combined with repetitive and restricted patterns of behaviors and interests (DSM-5, American Psychiatric [@bib0005]). Many theories of ASD have targeted increased focus on details and difficulties getting the "global picture" in ASD, because of an atypical balance characterized by enhanced low-level bottom-up processing and decreased top-down processing. The Enhanced Perceptual Functioning theory ([@bib0061]; [@bib0060]) has emphasized the idea of superior abilities for local processing in ASD, while the Weak Central Coherence theory ([@bib0032]; [@bib0039]) suggested reduced global processing in ASD leading to difficulties integrating sensory information into a meaningful whole. Yet, note that a recent meta-analysis did not reveal any increased local and decreased global visual processing biases in ASD, but simply a slower global visual processing in ASD ([@bib0085]).

More recent theories of ASD were formulated within the predictive coding framework to account for the atypical sensory perception in ASD. Some of these theories propose a reduced influence of top-down knowledge in ASD, because priors would have a lower precision than sensory inputs ([@bib0014]; [@bib0053]; [@bib0067]). An alternative account is that prediction errors (i.e., mismatch between prior expectations and sensory inputs) would be characterized by a high and inflexible precision at the lower levels of the cortical hierarchy ([@bib0084]). Most of the theories of ASD predict that the visual processing of objects would be atypical in ASD. Especially, people with ASD would show decreased top-down processing when they perceive objects that need to be identified. This would be associated with increased activity in low-level regions of the ventral stream hierarchy and with decreased functional connections from higher-level to lower-level regions along the ventral visual stream. Interestingly, Hadjikhani and colleagues found typical organization of early visual areas in individuals with ASD and suggested that the peculiar visual processing encountered in ASD would result from atypicalities in higher-level regions and/or top-down processes ([@bib0037]).

In ASD, the ventral visual stream has been mostly investigated in studies focused on face perception. Such studies usually showed hypoactivations in face-related areas and higher activity in more object-related regions ([@bib0020]; [@bib0043]; [@bib0068]; [@bib0077]; [@bib0078]). It is not clearly determined whether there is a specific disruption of face-related regions along the ventral visual pathway in ASD ([@bib0077]). The ventral visual stream seems to be organized differently in ASD, with clear differences for face-selective regions, and more subtle differences for object perception. For instance, object perception has been associated with an increased variance of the BOLD signal in ASD ([@bib0045]), with a decreased object-related activation in the precuneus in ASD ([@bib0076]) or with subtle differences in visual potentials evoked by contour or texture-defined shapes in children with ASD compared to typically developing children ([@bib0066]). In visuospatial tasks, such as the Embedded Figure Test, individuals with ASD showed increased activation in right ventral occipitotemporal regions, as compared to controls ([@bib0056]; [@bib0071]). Contrary to many studies contrasting objects to faces or to scrambled images, the experimental design of the present study enables investigating the neural correlates of object perception for stimuli presenting with different levels of perceptual organization.

The present study aimed at precisely mapping out the neural regions along the ventral visual stream that underlie perceptual organization in adolescents with and without ASD. In addition, this study aimed at determining whether people with ASD show decreased top-down influence during visual perception of objects. We used functional MRI and a task showing Gabor patterns with different levels of organization, in order to characterize the involvement of brain regions along the ventral visual stream. An advantage of using Gabor elements is that they match the receptive fields of neurons in the primary visual cortex and they can also recruit higher-level regions when they become organized to depict objects. Indeed, depending on their differential orientations, Gabor elements can form shapes that can be recognizable, based on contour or texture features ([@bib0017]; [@bib0054]; [@bib0058]; [@bib0074], [@bib0075]). After processing the Gabor elements and perceptually grouping them into a coherent shape in the lower levels of the visual hierarchy, top-down matching processes from higher-level areas will occur, especially for identifiable stimuli ([@bib0065]). According to the predictive coding framework, top-down signals would contribute to facilitate visual processing of objects in lower-level regions. In the present study, Gabor patterns were either randomly oriented or organized so that a shape, embedded in a background of randomly oriented Gabor elements, could be identified by its contour and/or texture. These stimuli depicted recognizable (i.e., meaningful) or non-recognizable objects (i.e., meaningless). Adolescents with and without ASD participated in an fMRI study where they had to detect the presence of organized patterns, appearing dynamically on a screen. Such task requires a dynamic interplay between bottom-up and top-down processes, as individual Gabor elements need to be grouped gradually, while prior knowledge about object representations needs to be matched to this incoming sensory input ([@bib0025]).

Previous studies showed that such stimuli, depicted by contour and/or texture and displaying meaningful or meaningless stimuli, could be detected by control participants ([@bib0074]). A local bias towards individual Gabor patches would be associated with longer response times to detect shapes ([@bib0085]). According to theories such as the Weak Central Coherence theory ([@bib0032]; [@bib0039]), such a behavioral response could be expected in the ASD group. At the neural level, we should observe an involvement of low-level occipital regions when stimuli present with no (or little) organization. We expect a progressive involvement of higher-level occipital and frontal regions when stimuli get more organized and depict recognizable objects. We expect these regions to be revealed in a whole-brain analysis investigating the main effect of the experimental conditions. In addition, we will perform region of interest (ROI) analyses in regions along the ventral visual stream (V1, V2, V3, V4 and LOC) and in frontal regions (right IFG and left OFC) to demonstrate their involvement in each of the conditions (which display different levels of perceptual organization). Recognizable stimuli should elicit top-down signaling from high-level to lower-level regions along the ventral stream hierarchy. Besides, if the hierarchical processing of objects is altered in ASD, an atypical involvement of brain regions along the ventral stream hierarchy would be expected. More specifically, a decreased top-down processing in ASD would be associated with greater activation levels in low-level regions of the ventral stream, such as V1 or V2 (according to the "explaining away hypothesis"). It would also be associated with decreased top-down functional connections along the ventral stream hierarchy in ASD, when perceiving recognizable objects. Prior knowledge elicited by recognizable stimuli should be associated with brain responses in frontal regions, such as the inferior frontal gyrus and the orbitofrontal cortex, which could be atypical in the ASD group.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0002}
========================

2.1. Participants {#sec0003}
-----------------

Twenty typically developing (TD) adolescents and 19 adolescents with ASD participated in the fMRI study. One TD adolescent and three adolescents with ASD were discarded from the analyses due to excessive movements during fMRI acquisition. The demographic characteristics of the participants (19 TD and 16 ASD participants) are described in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}. Inclusion criteria were having a full-scale intellectual quotient above 80 and having normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Exclusion criteria were having epilepsy, traumatic brain injury, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, or any contraindications to participate in an MRI study. In addition, TD adolescents were excluded if they had a history of neurological or psychiatric conditions, or a current medical, developmental or psychiatric diagnosis. For ASD participants, additional exclusion criterion was having ASD associated with an identified genetic syndrome. None of the participants reported taking psychotropic medication at the time of the experiment.Table 1Characteristics of the Typically Developing adolescents (TD group) and adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD group).Table 1TD groupASD group*p-value*Number of participants1916--Male / Female number19 / 019 / 0--Age (years)14.1 (±2.1)13.9 (±1.8)*ns*Left-handed / Right-handed2 / 172 / 14*ns*Intellectual Quotient (IQ):*Performance IQ*111 (±15)99 (±17).05*Verbal IQ*116 (±13)101 (±20).02*Total IQ*114 (±10)100 (±16)\< 0.01Social Responsiveness Scale: *Total score*43 (±5)92 (±6)\< 0.001[^2]

Participants with ASD received their diagnosis from a multidisciplinary Expertise Centre for Autism (University Hospitals KU Leuven), in a standardized way according to DSM-IV-TR criteria ([@bib0004]). Furthermore, their diagnosis was confirmed with the Developmental, Dimensional and Diagnostic interview ([@bib0081]) and with the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) ([@bib0072], [@bib0073]) where T-scores were above 65. In order to exclude the presence of substantial ASD characteristics, parents of the TD adolescents also completed the SRS questionnaire ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}).

The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the University Hospital Leuven. An informed consent was obtained from all parents according to the Declaration of Helsinki, with additional assent from all participating adolescents.

2.2. Stimuli {#sec0004}
------------

Visual stimuli consisted of Gabor patches displayed on a uniform grey background. These visual patterns encompassed on average 2056 Gabor elements (11.5 × 11.5° visual angle) and were projected on a high-resolution computer screen at the end of the scanner cylinder. Stimuli were created using the Grouping Elements Rendering Toolbox ([@bib0023]). Note that these stimuli are well controlled and have been quite extensively used in previous experiments (e.g., [@bib0025]; [@bib0074], [@bib0075]). The Gabor patterns dynamically evolved from a random orientation to a final orientation, within 5400 ms (following 12 logarithmic steps, including eleven 355 ms frames and one 1495 ms end frame). There were five different conditions presenting different levels of organization in the final orientation of the Gabor patches: one *Random* condition and four organized conditions ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}). Across the four organized conditions, stimuli were matched for average number of Gabor elements on the contour, in the figure and in the background, and for average compactness of the figure. Videos showing examples of the *Random* condition and of the four organized conditions are available as supplementary materials.Fig. 1Examples of stimuliGabor patches dynamically evolved from a random orientation to another orientation within 5400 ms. Videos showing examples of stimuli are available as supplementary materials.Fig. 1

In the *Random* condition*,* the Gabor patches of the stimuli evolved into another random orientation. In the *Contour* condition*,* stimuli evolved into contour-defined non-existent objects: outline Gabor patches reoriented curvilinear to the outline of an object, while interior and exterior Gabor patches reoriented to a random position. In the *Texture* condition*,* stimuli evolved into a texture-defined non-existent object: interior Gabor patches reoriented parallel to the main axis of an object, while exterior Gabor patches reoriented to a position orthogonal to this. In the *Contour & Texture Meaningless* condition, stimuli evolved into non-existent objects that were defined by contour and texture. Finally, in the *Contour & Texture Meaningful* condition*,* stimuli evolved into everyday objects that were defined by contour and texture. In the *Contour & Texture* conditions (*Meaningful* and *Meaningless*), interior Gabor patches reoriented parallel to the main axis and outline Gabor patches reoriented curvilinear to the outline of an object. In the *Contour & Texture Meaningful* condition, everyday objects were selected from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart stimulus set ([@bib0082]). Only stimuli with a very high recognition rate in typically developing adults were selected as everyday objects (i.e. 100% correct recognition on the basis of the combination of Contour & Texture, and over 95% on the basis of texture or contour solely; see [@bib0075]).

2.3. Experimental paradigm {#sec0005}
--------------------------

Each experimental trial consisted of a stimulus presented for 5400 ms, followed by a grey screen displayed for 600 ms. Participants were instructed to fixate a white dot located in the center of the screen, and to press the button as soon as they detected a figure or pattern on the screen. Baseline trials consisted of a grey screen displayed for 6000 ms.

Participants performed two event-related fMRI runs. Each fMRI run consisted of 67 trials: 10 presentations of each of the five conditions (*Random, Contour, Texture, Contour & Texture Meaningless, Contour & Texture Meaningful*) and 17 fixation trials (baseline). Total scan duration was 402 s per run. Trial order was optimally counterbalanced by means of a genetic algorithm ([@bib0091]).

Stimulus presentation and response registration were controlled by Eprime 1.1 software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA).

2.4. MRI data acquisition {#sec0006}
-------------------------

Participants were first familiarized with a mock scanner, before being installed in the MR scanner. Functional and structural brain scans were acquired on a 32 head coil 3T Philips Achieva system at the University Hospital of Leuven (UZ Leuven).

A high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical scan was collected (182 contiguous coronal slices, voxel size = 0.98 × 0.98 × 1.2 mm^3^, TR = 9.6 ms, TE = 4.6 ms, FOV = 250 × 250 × 218 mm^3^, acquisition matrix = 256 × 256, acquisition time = 6 min 23 s).

Whole-brain T2\*-weighted echo-planar imaging sequences were acquired (voxel size = 3.0 × 3.0 × 3.5 mm^3^, TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV = 220 × 220 × 133 mm³, 37 contiguous ascending slices), using blood-oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) imaging. In each functional run, 201 functional volumes were acquired.

2.5. MRI preprocessing {#sec0007}
----------------------

Functional MRI data were preprocessed using the CONN functional connectivity SPM toolbox 2017 ([@bib0093]) (<http://www.nitrc.org/projects/conn>), within Matlab 2017b. Preprocessing consisted of realignment of the functional volumes, slice timing correction with the first slice as reference, outlier detection using the ART Artifact Detection toolbox (<https://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect/>) with a motion threshold of 2 mm, coregistration on the anatomical T1 scan, segmentation and normalization. The template image for spatial normalization was based on the standard template of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI). Finally, normalized images were smoothed with a Gaussian smoothing kernel of 8 mm (full width at half maximum).

Unique regressors were used to discard the ART-based identified outlier scans from the analysis. Motion parameters were also modelled as separate regressors.

In addition, within the CONN toolbox, we performed a denoising step in order to remove physiological confounds from the signal ([@bib0009]). This step consisted of a principal component analysis on the cerebrospinal fluid and white matter masks using aCompCor ([@bib0009]). Results of the 10 first principal components were added as separate regressors to the General Linear Model (GLM) design matrix.

2.6. Functional MRI analyses {#sec0008}
----------------------------

We defined a GLM using six main regressors: a baseline regressor (6-second long, during grey displays), and a regressor for each of the five stimulus categories. Event-timing of correct object detection in the organized conditions was time-locked to individual response times. Event-timing for the *Random* condition was fixed at 1 s post-stimulus onset. False alarms in the *Random* condition and unanswered trials in the four types of organized conditions were removed from the analyses. The six movement parameters, the ART-based outlier scans, and the principal components of the denoising step were added to the GLM. Low-frequency drifts were removed using a temporal high-pass filter (cut-off, 128 s).

For each subject, contrast images were computed for the five conditions vs. baseline using *t*-statistics. We performed a factorial analysis investigating the factors groups (TD and ASD) and conditions (*Random, Contour, Texture, Contour & Texture Meaningless, Contour & Texture Meaningful*). In order to illustrate the results of the main effect of condition on brain activity, we performed the ROI analysis described in the following section.

For each condition and group, the mean of the contrasts across subjects was compared to zero using a one-sample Student\'s *t*-test. Brain patterns were compared between the two groups using independent two-sample t-tests. When there was a group difference, we used Marsbar ([@bib0013], release 0.44) to extract the mean contrast estimate in the cluster showing a significant group difference (*p* \< .001 at the voxel level, *p* \< .05 at cluster level), and we plotted the distribution of contrast estimates across participants.

Statistical threshold was set at *p* \< .001 at the voxel level and *p* \< .05 at cluster level. We report whether these results remain significant after Family Wise Error (FWE) correction at cluster level.

2.7. Regions of interest (ROI) analyses {#sec0009}
---------------------------------------

### 2.7.1. Choice of the ROIs {#sec0010}

Based on the existing literature, we decided to focus on the following regions of interests (ROI): V1, V2, V3, V4, the bilateral lateral occipital complex (LOC), the left orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG).

We decided to select V1, V2, V3, V4 and the LOC in order to include regions along the ventral visual stream, involved in object recognition and tuned for visual features of increasing complexity. As we did not have prior hypotheses about the lateralization of these regions, we included both left and right regions to define the ROI.

In addition, we included two frontal regions: the left OFC and the right IFG, as these brain regions may be involved in generating top-down contextual predictions. Throughout a series of studies, Bar and colleagues consistently demonstrated that left orbitofrontal cortex activity precedes object recognition related activity in temporal areas, and is driven by low spatial frequency and magnocellular-biased visual input ([@bib0008]; [@bib0018]; [@bib0052]). Besides, we decided to include the right IFG (triangular part) as it may play a role in generating precision-weighted top-down predictions (e.g., [@bib0080]).

Note that the choice of the ROIs was hypothesis-driven, but that the definition of the coordinates of the ROIs was data-driven. As these coordinates were chosen based on the results of the whole-brain analyses (see [Sections 2.7.2](#sec0011){ref-type="sec"} and [2.7.3](#sec0012){ref-type="sec"}), these analyses are not meant to provide new results, but simply to illustrate more clearly the effect of conditions and group in a subset of ROIs.

### 2.7.2. Creation of the structural masks {#sec0011}

We first created structural masks, by selecting the ROI defined in the Anatomy Toolbox (SPM12). For bilateral ROIs, left and right masks were merged into one ROI using Marsbar ([@bib0013], release 0.44). V1 and V2 masks were also merged using Marsbar. For the left OFC, we selected the OFC-FO3 as defined in the Anatomy Toolbox, based on previous literature ([@bib0008]; [@bib0018]; [@bib0052]). For the right IFG, we selected the triangular part, as defined in the Anatomy Toolbox ([@bib0080]). For the LOC, as we did not have any functional localizers and as the object-sensitive LOC is not determined by anatomic boundaries nor included in anatomic atlases, this ROI was defined by using fMRI data of another independent study comprising typically developing adults ([@bib0057]). A second level "objects vs. scrambled objects" group contrast (*p* \< .05, FWE corrected) resulted in a large region covering most of occipitotemporal and part of parietal cortex. Increasing the threshold to *t* \> 10 combined with anatomical masking to inferotemporal cortex resulted in a bilateral spot that matched perfectly with the size and location of LOC as described in the literature ([@bib0035]; [@bib0088]), spanning the following MNI coordinates: lateral-medial *x* = −46 to −34 (left) and *x* = 28 to 48 (right), anterior-posterior *y* = −34 to −74 (left) and *y* = −31 to −61 (right), superior-inferior *z* = −8 to −22 (left) and *z* = −8 to −26 (right).

### 2.7.3. Extraction of the time-series {#sec0012}

We displayed the main effect of condition on the fMRI results (two groups pooled together) and masked these results with the structural masks defined above. We then extracted the coordinates of the peak activity (*p* \< .001) in each of the ROIs (see Supplementary Table 1). Using Marsbar, we created an 8 mm sphere around these coordinates and extracted the contrast estimate for each condition (random or organized conditions vs. baseline). We used these equally sized ROIs for the fMRI ROI analyses ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}) and for the functional connectivity analyses ([Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"}).

### 2.7.4. ROI data analyses {#sec0013}

We performed a nested ANOVA with the factor condition on the mean contrast estimate. We used Student t-tests as post-hoc analyses and we corrected for multiple comparisons using Holm-Bonferroni correction. Note that these ROI analyses were not performed in order to highlight new results, but to present the factorial analysis results in a more comprehensive way.

2.8. Functional connectivity analysis {#sec0014}
-------------------------------------

Functional connectivity analyses were achieved using the CONN functional connectivity SPM toolbox 2017 ([@bib0093]) within Matlab 2017b on data preprocessed and denoised, as described in the MRI data preprocessing section. We used the six ROIs described in the ROI section (V1-V2, V3, V4, LOC, OFC and IFG) and we performed ROI to ROI functional connectivity analyses within each group. Functional connectivity matrices were calculated by extracting the mean BOLD time series within each ROI per condition, and by correlating them with the time series of the other ROIs. We used two-sided pairwise t-tests with an alpha threshold set at 0.05. We applied the *FDR seed-level* correction of the CONN toolbox: for each ROI, the functional connections are FDR-corrected across five target regions.

2.9. Effective connectivity analysis {#sec0015}
------------------------------------

We used dynamic causal modelling (DCM, [@bib0031]) in order to investigate effective connectivity, as implemented in SPM12. Using DCM enables to make inferences about the causal relationships of activity patterns between brain regions, and so, to differentiate between feedforward and feedback functional connections ([@bib0031]). It also enables investigating modulation of functional connections by a factor present in certain stimuli, such as the fact that stimuli were sometimes presenting meaningful objects in the current study.

### 2.9.1. GLM definition {#sec0016}

The GLM used to extract the time series for the DCM analyses was defined as follow. There were two main regressors, a *Visual input* regressor capturing the presentation of any visual stimuli (i.e., concatenation of the regressors described in the fMRI analyses section: *Random, Contour, Contour & Texture, Contour & Texture Meaningless, Contour & Texture Meaningful* regressors), and a *Meaning* regressor capturing the presentation of Meaningful stimuli (i.e., similar to the *Contour & Texture Meaningful* regressor described above). Like in the fMRI analysis, the motion parameters, the ART-based outlier scans and the principal components of the denoising step were added to the GLM. After running a first-level analysis with this GLM, we performed a second-level analysis using a factorial analysis with the factor group (two levels) and condition (two levels).

### 2.9.2. Time-series extraction {#sec0017}

Time series were then extracted in three ROIs in the left hemisphere: inferior occipital gyrus (IOG), object-sensitive LOC and OFC. ROIs were defined based on anatomical and functional criteria. The general two-step procedure was the following: for each ROI, we first identified the maximum activity at the group level, before identifying the maximum activity at the individual level. This procedure was based on methods used in previous studies ([@bib0016]). We first used the activity maxima at the group level for specific contrasts and anatomical masks to create a 25mm-diameter sphere around that maximum. These spheres were created using Marsbar. The group maximum for the IOG ROI (*x* = −24, *y* = −87, *z* = −12) was defined as the peak activity for the contrast *Visual input* vs. baseline (two groups combined), masked by the V1-V2 and V3 structural masks (described above). The group maximum for the LOC ROI (*x* = −36, *y* = −48, *z* = −18) was defined as the peak activity for the contrast *Meaning* vs. baseline (two groups combined), masked by the LOC structural mask (described above). Finally, the group maximum for the OFC ROI (*x* = −33, *y* = 33, *z* = −12) was defined as the peak activity for the contrast *Meaning* vs. baseline (two groups combined), masked by the OFC structural mask (described above). Then, within this 25mm-diameter sphere, we extracted the coordinates of the peak activity for similar contrasts of each individual participant (Supplementary Table 2). We extracted the first eigenvector across all voxels that were above the indicated peak threshold for the condition of interest, within a 6mm-radius sphere, centered on the maxima of each participant (Supplementary Table 2). We excluded two participants (one TD and one ASD) who showed no suprathreshold voxels in the OFC ROI. The mean size of the individual ROIs did not differ between groups (VOI sizes in voxels: IOG: 30 **±** 6 \[TD\] and 30 **±** 4 \[ASD\], LOC: 31 **±** 3 \[TD\] and 32 **±** 3 \[ASD\], OFC: 15 **±** 7 \[TD\] and 15 **±** 9 \[ASD\]).

### 2.9.3. DCM specification, estimation and comparison {#sec0018}

We modelled as input all the visual stimuli displayed (*Visual input* regressor), entering the DCM through the IOG ROI. We specified one modulatory influence: the effect of meaning (*Meaning* regressor), modulating top-down functional connections from the OFC to the LOC and/or from the LOC to the IOG. We specified five models ([Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"}A), two without modulation (models M1 and M2) and three with a modulatory influence of meaningful stimuli (models M3, M4 and M5). The models differed in terms of which functional connections were present and which were modulated by meaning. We considered a lower level of the cortical hierarchy (connections between the IOG and the LOC) and a higher level of the hierarchy (connections between the LOC and the OFC). In model M1, connections were only feedforward at the higher level of the cortical hierarchy, whereas these connections were both feedforward and feedback in M2, M3, M4 and M5. There was a modulatory influence of meaning on the low-level functional connections in M3, on the high-level functional connections in M4 and on the low and high-level connections in M5. For each participant, we estimated these five models separately. We used Bayesian model selection, in order to identify the model that best fitted our fMRI data, at the group level.

2.10. Statistical analyses {#sec0019}
--------------------------

### 2.10.1. Behavioral data {#sec0020}

Demographic data and neuropsychological assessments ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}) were compared between groups using Student t-tests. The mean percentage of correct detection and response times were analyzed using a repeated-measure ANOVA, with the factor group (TD and ASD) and condition (five levels). Correlations between the intelligence quotient or the SRS score and the behavioural results were investigated using Pearson correlation tests. Statistical analyses were performed using R (version 2.15.3, <http://www.r-project.org/>). The threshold for statistical significance was set at *p* \< .05.

### 2.10.2. MRI data {#sec0021}

The statistical analyses of the fMRI analyses, ROI analyses, functional connectivity analyses and effective connectivity analyses are described above. They were all performed using Matlab 2017b. To label brain regions revealed during the MRI analyses, we used MARINA atlas ([@bib0092]) and the SPM Anatomy Toolbox including probabilistic cytoarchitectonic mapping ([@bib0024]). To illustrate the brain activation patterns in [Figs. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}, bspmview (version 20161108) was used ([@bib0011]).

3. Results {#sec0022}
==========

3.1. Behavioral results {#sec0023}
-----------------------

Both TD and ASD adolescents succeeded at detecting patterns in the four conditions presenting organized stimuli (mean percentage of correct detection superior to 90% in every group and condition). There were no significant effects of the factor group or condition and no interaction between group and condition on the percentage of correct detection, nor on the mean response time. The mean performance level and the mean response times for each group are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}A and B, respectively. The response times indicate that on average, adolescents with and without ASD were able to detect figures presenting 83% of organization. These two variables were not significantly correlated with the SRS score in any group. Note that there was a tendency toward a positive correlation between the SRS score and the mean response time in the TD group only (*r* = 0.40, *p* = .09). These behavioral variables were not correlated with the intellectual quotient in neither group nor in the two groups combined.Fig. 2Behavioral results**A.** Mean accuracy (i.e., percentage of correct detection) per condition and group. **B.** Mean response time to detect a pattern or figure per condition and group. Error bars indicate standard deviations.Fig. 2

3.2. Functional MRI results {#sec0024}
---------------------------

### 3.2.1. Factorial analysis {#sec0025}

#### 3.2.1.1. Main results {#sec0026}

There was a main condition effect on brain activity, mostly in the occipital cortex, posterior inferior temporal cortex, inferior, medial and precentral gyri of the frontal cortex, insula and anterior cingulate cortex ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table 3). There was no main effect of group on brain activity.Fig. 3Main effect of condition on brain activity and ROI analysesThe two groups are merged in this analysis (correction: *p* \< .001 at peak level and *p* \< .05 at cluster level). The histograms show the results of the ROI analyses for the conditions *Random* (R), *Contour* (C), *Texture* (T), *Contour & Texture Meaningless* (CT), and *Contour & Texture Meaningful* (CTM). Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. \* *p* \< .05, \*\* *p* \< .01, \*\*\* *p* \< . 001.Fig. 3

There was an interaction between group and condition on brain activity in the right inferior/middle frontal gyri and in the left superior occipital cortex (Supplementary Table 3).

#### 3.2.1.2. ROI analyses {#sec0027}

In order to further illustrate the modulation of brain activity by condition, we performed ROI analyses in the brain regions showing a condition effect and where we had prior hypotheses. The ROI analyses are presented in the histograms of [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}. As expected given the selection of the ROIs based on the factorial analysis results, the ANOVA performed on the mean contrast estimates in each ROIs showed a condition effect (*F* values ranging from 14 to 129, all *p* \< 10^−6^). Pairwise *t*-tests FDR-corrected were used as post-hoc tests.

*Texture* stimuli elicited less activity than *Random* stimuli (*p* \< .01) in V1-V2. Displaying *Contour & Texture Meaningful* stimuli elicited more brain activity than any other kind of stimuli tested in V3 (all *p* \< 10^−5^), V4 (all *p* \< 10^−8^), the LOC (all *p* \< 10^−8^) and the right IFG (all *p* \< .05). *Random* stimuli elicited less activity than every other type of organized stimuli in V4 (all *p* \< .05) and the LOC (all *p* \< .001). Finally, in the left OFC, *Random* stimuli elicited greater activity levels than *Contour, Texture, Contour & Texture Meaningless* (all *p* \< .01), and *Contour & Texture Meaningful* stimuli elicited greater activity levels than *Contour* (*p* \< .05) and *Contour & Texture Meaningless* (*p* \< .01).

### 3.2.2. Brain activity patterns across the five conditions {#sec0028}

#### 3.2.2.1. Within-group analyses {#sec0029}

The brain activity patterns associated with the five conditions vs. baseline are presented in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} and in the Supplementary Table 4. There is a progressive involvement of brain regions, from low-level occipital regions to higher-level frontal regions when the stimuli become more organized and meaningful, as expected. In the TD and ASD groups, the patterns of brain activation across the five conditions were relatively similar ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Brain activity pattern per condition and groupResults of the contrasts condition vs. baseline (correction: *p* \< .001 at peak level and *p* \< .05 at cluster level). Cluster coordinates, sizes and p-values are provided in the Supplementary Table 4.Fig. 4

#### 3.2.2.2. Between-group analyses {#sec0030}

The TD and ASD groups differed in the contrast *Contour & Texture Meaningful* compared to baseline ([Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, the ASD group showed increased activity compared to the TD group in the middle occipital gyrus (left MOG: *x* = −36, *y* = −78, *z* = −6, size = 28, *T* = 4.6, right MOG: *x* = 42, *y* = −81, *z* = 3, size = 35, *T* = 4.0) and in the right object-sensitive LOC (*x* = 33, *y* = −51, *z* = −18, size = 34, *T* = 5.3).Fig. 5Group differences in the condition *Contour & Texture Meaningful* vs. baseline**A.** Illustration of the contrast ASD group \> TD group, for the condition *Contour & Texture Meaningful* vs. baseline. Correction: *p* \< .001 at voxel level and *p* \< .05 at cluster level. **B.** Distribution of the mean contrast estimates in the ASD (orange) and TD (blue) groups, for the clusters shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A. The mean contrast estimates are different from zero in both groups (one-sample t-tests, with t-values ranging from 6.2 to 13.8 and all p-values \< 10^−4^) and are significantly higher in the ASD group than in the TD group. LOC: lateral occipital complex; MOG: middle occipital gyrus.Fig. 5

In addition, there were two other marginal group differences ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} of the Supplementary Material). The TD group showed increased activation compared to the ASD group in the left cuneus in the *Contour* condition (yet, note that the mean contrast estimate was not different from zero in the ASD group: *t*(15) = 0.3, *p* \> .05) and in the left superior frontal gyrus in the *Texture* condition (yet, note that the mean contrast estimates was not different from zero in the TD group: *t*(18) = 1.2, *p* \> .05).

In these brain clusters, the variance of the mean contrast estimates was larger in the ASD group than in the TD group (F-tests to compare variances: left cuneus: *p* = 0.06, left superior frontal gyrus: *p* = .05, left MOG: *p* \< 0.001, right MOG: *p* = .02 and right LOC: *p* = .01).

Single-subject activation levels in these brain clusters were not significantly correlated with the intelligence quotient in any of the groups.

### 3.2.3. Contour & texture organized stimuli: meaningful vs. meaningless {#sec0031}

#### 3.2.3.1. Within-group analyses {#sec0032}

We further investigated the contrast *Contour & Texture Meaningful* vs. *Meaningless* in order to identify brain clusters whose activity was increased when stimuli were recognizable (note that the level of perceptual organization is similar in the two conditions). The brain patterns were quite similar in each group ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}A) and mostly encompassed the bilateral LOC and the triangular and orbital parts of the inferior frontal gyrus (Supplementary Table 5).Fig. 6Contrast *Contour & Texture Meaningful* vs. *Contour & Texture Meaningless*A. Brain activity pattern per group. **B.** Group comparison: ASD group \> TD group. Correction: *p* \< .001 at the peak level and *p* \< .05 at the cluster level. L: left, R: right.Fig. 6

#### 3.2.3.2. Between-group analyses {#sec0033}

For the contrast *Contour & Texture Meaningful* vs. *Meaningless*, the TD group did not show greater activity levels than the ASD group. Yet, compared to TD, the ASD group showed increased activity in the bilateral LOC and in the right IFG (Supplementary Table 5, [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}B).

3.3. Connectivity results {#sec0034}
-------------------------

### 3.3.1. Functional connectivity results {#sec0035}

Functional connectivity analyses were performed in order to characterize the brain network involved in processing each type of stimuli (from random to more organized). [Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} presents the results of the functional connectivity ROI to ROI analyses, between V1-V2, V3, V4, LOC, left OFC and right IFG in each group. Across the five conditions, from the less organized (*Random*) to the most organized and meaningful condition (*Contour & Texture Meaningful*), we can observe an increase in the network complexity. This increase in complexity is mostly due to more functional connections between the left OFC and the other brain regions (V1-V2, V3, V4, LOC and IFG). Group comparisons were performed in each condition and showed no significant group differences between patterns of functional connectivity (FDR-corrected).Fig. 7Functional connectivity patterns per condition and groupROI to ROI functional connectivity analyses were performed between V1-V2 bilateral, V3 bilateral, V4 bilateral, lateral occipital complex (LOC), left orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). The figure shows results from two-sided pairwise t-tests with an alpha threshold set at 0.05 and FDR correction at the seed level. Yellow to red boxes indicate significant t-tests, while white boxes indicate non-significant t-tests.(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 7

### 3.3.2. Dynamic causal modelling results {#sec0036}

We carried out a dynamic causal modelling analysis (DCM) in order to investigate whether individuals with ASD received less feedback from higher level regions and showed less or different top-down modulation when stimuli were meaningful. We compared five hierarchical models ([Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"}A) and performed Bayesian model selection to identify the model that best fitted the fMRI data in each group. In the TD group ([Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"}B), the model comparison revealed that Model 5 (M5) had the highest exceedance probability (M5: 0.55, M1 to M4: \< 0.17, chance level: 0.20). M5 corresponds to the model including feedforward and feedback functional connections between the inferior occipital cortex (V1, V2 and surrounding cortex) and the object-sensitive LOC, and between the LOC and the orbitofrontal cortex, with feedback connections being modulated by the presence of meaningful stimuli. In the ASD group ([Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"}B), the model comparison showed less conclusive results than in the TD group, with Model 4 showing the highest exceedance probability (M4: 0.41, M2 and M3: 0.21, M1 and M5 \< 0.13, chance level: 0.20). Compared to Model 5, Model 4 does not include a modulation of feedback connections between the LOC and the inferior occipital cortex by meaningful stimuli.Fig. 8.DCM model comparison**A.** Schematic representation of the five models tested (M1 to M5), involving the left inferior occipital gyrus (IOG, overlapping with V1 and V2), the left object-sensitive lateral occipital complex (LOC) and the left orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Full arrows indicate feedforward functional connections, while dashed arrows indicate feedback connections. The brown lines indicate specific modulations of feedback functional connections by meaning of the stimuli (condition *Contour & Texture Meaningful*). **B.** Results of the Bayesian model selection comparing models M1 to M5 in the TD group (top) and ASD group (bottom).(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 8.

4. Discussion {#sec0037}
=============

The main objective of the current study was to characterize the neural underpinnings of perceptual organization along the ventral visual stream in ASD. Especially, it aimed at identifying the neural networks involved in the visual perception of objects presenting with different levels of perceptual organization in adolescents with and without ASD. In addition, it investigated whether the neural mechanisms underlying perceptual grouping and object detection in ASD were characterized by reduced top-down modulation. At the behavioral level, TD and ASD adolescents showed similar abilities to detect shapes embedded in a background of randomly oriented Gabor elements. Whether the shapes were depicted by contour only, texture only or both contour and texture did not influence accuracy or response time in any group. Recognizable and unrecognizable objects did not lead to different behavioral responses either. The brain activity patterns associated with the visual detection of these shapes revealed a progressive involvement of brain regions, from low-level to higher-level areas along the ventral visual stream hierarchy, when the stimuli were getting more and more organized. The brain activation patterns did not show many differences in the ASD compared to the TD groups. Presenting meaningful stimuli (i.e., recognizable objects vs. baseline) was associated with greater activity in the LOC and middle occipital gyri in the ASD group than in the TD group. Displaying meaningful objects modulated top-down functional connections between regions of the ventral visual stream in both groups. Yet, this modulation was present both at the low and high levels of the cortical hierarchy in the TD group, whereas it was absent in the lower level of the hierarchy in the ASD group.

4.1. Intact detection of Gaborized objects in adolescents with ASD {#sec0038}
------------------------------------------------------------------

TD and ASD adolescents were able to efficiently detect objects depicted by contour and/or texture (over 90% of correct detection). Accuracy and response times were not different between groups or conditions. Detecting such patterns requires the ability to perceptually group Gabor elements based on Gestalt properties. Indeed, disjoint local elements need to be grouped based on their orientations in order to delineate a shape and to segregate it from the noisy background. Note that the properties contributing to object identification in Gaborized object outlines have been carefully described in TD participants (see [@bib0065]; [@bib0083]). Here, the absence of group differences suggests intact perceptual grouping abilities in adolescents with ASD, consistent with other studies reporting no evidence of impaired perceptual grouping in ASD ([@bib0010]; [@bib0022]; see Simmons et al., 2009 for a review; [@bib0021] for edge-defined objects; [@bib0086]). Conversely, decreased Gestalt perception in ASD, suggested by other studies ([@bib0012]; [@bib0015]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0029]; [@bib0048]), would have predicted decreased performance in the ASD group, which was not observed in the present study. Hence, the behavioral results of this task do not provide support for theories describing decreased global processing in ASD ([@bib0039]; [@bib0061]).

In another experiment using the *Contour & Texture Meaningful* stimuli ([@bib0025]), children and adolescents with ASD also had good accuracy levels to identify objects (above 90%). Yet, object identification was slower and less accurate in the ASD group than in the TD group ([@bib0025]). Contrary to the study by Evers and colleagues, participants involved in our experiment were not asked to explicitly identify the objects (and our participants were, on average, older). Yet, even though only shape detection was required in our study, perceptual grouping may have triggered top-down mechanisms contributing to object identification. Even for meaningless stimuli, a dynamic interplay between bottom-up and top-down processes may have contributed to match the Gaborized pattern to memorized object representations and to semantic knowledge.

4.2. Generally similar neural underpinnings of perceptual organization in ASD and TD adolescents {#sec0039}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Occipitotemporal regions such as V1, V2, V3, V4 and the LOC, were activated during shape detection, consistently with the literature ([@bib0003]; [@bib0016]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0047]). Along the ventral visual stream hierarchy, these brain regions generally showed increased activity when stimuli were getting more and more organized and recognizable. Yet, at the lower level of the ventral stream hierarchy (V1/V2 cluster), the highest activity level was found for the random condition, and this activation level was significantly higher for random stimuli than for texture-defined patterns. In contrast, the LOC, playing a central role in object recognition ([@bib0033]; [@bib0035]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0041]; [@bib0055]), showed a strong increase in brain activity when stimuli were getting organized and meaningful. Note that previous studies also reported decreased activity in V1 associated with increased activity in the LOC for coherent shapes ([@bib0026]), as feedback from higher level regions would reduce the amplitude of neural activity at the lower levels of the hierarchy during perceptual grouping to facilitate object recognition ([@bib0026]; [@bib0046]). Indeed, prior expectations (e.g., line orientations or object representations) reduce brain activity levels in V1, which contributes to sharpen representations in the early visual cortex and so, to interpret ambiguous visual stimuli ([@bib0051]).

In addition to the regions listed above and belonging to the ventral visual stream, other brain regions such as the hippocampus or the inferior frontal gyrus showed increased activation levels when stimuli were more organized. These two regions, together with the LOC, were also more activated when stimuli were recognizable objects than when stimuli were meaningless shapes. Interestingly, the hippocampus and the inferior frontal gyrus are associated with prior knowledge, memory and semantics ([@bib0001]; [@bib0034]; [@bib0080]; [@bib0090]). The IFG would be involved in the integration of object representation with concepts in semantic memory across several sensory modalities ([@bib0001]). In addition, presenting meaningful stimuli may have been associated with silent labelling of the items by the participants. Such processes could explain the activity observed in the left IFG in both groups. As participants only needed to detect a shape and not to identify the objects, the verbal inputs from the left IFG may have been less critical than in a task where they would have needed to name the objects. In the contrast *Contour & Texture Meaningful* vs. *Meaningless*, the ASD group showed greater activation in the right IFG than the TD group ([Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"}). Note that this could be related to an increased right-ward lateralization for ASD in language-specific tasks ([@bib0038]; [@bib0042]; [@bib0064]). Besides, during object recognition, the parahippocampal cortex may activate visual representations in the inferior temporal cortex ([@bib0007]). Meaningful stimuli also triggered increased activation in the orbitofrontal cortex in both groups. This region would store prior knowledge about visual object representations, helping to identify objects ([@bib0007]; [@bib0008]). The involvement of this brain region may have contributed to the identification of meaningful objects both in TD and ASD participants, even if the task simply consisted in detecting organized patterns. It also suggests that this high-level area sends top-down signals to facilitate object recognition, a process that would happen at the earlier stages of visual processing ([@bib0008]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0044]).

During object detection, the presence of facilitating top-down processes was suggested by the decreased activation in V1, increased activation in the LOC and increased involvement of frontal regions, but also by the connectivity results. Indeed, the functional connectivity patterns revealed increased network complexity characterized by more functional connections between frontal (IFG and OFC) and occipital regions when stimuli were getting more organized and recognizable. Furthermore, dynamic causal modelling results showed that in both groups, the best models encompassed both bottom-up and top-down functional connections between frontal and occipital regions. More precisely, in each group, feedforward and feedback functional connections were identified between three levels of the hierarchy: the OFC as a high-level region, the LOC as a mid-level region, and the inferior occipital gyrus as a low-level region. As previously mentioned, the LOC plays a fundamental role in object recognition, is involved in higher-level integration than the inferior occipital gyrus and would receive structural knowledge about objects ([@bib0033]). These results highlight the fact that the ventral visual stream is bidirectional and involves interactive bottom-up and top-down processes, facilitating perceptual grouping and object detection ([@bib0002]; [@bib0019]; [@bib0087]; [@bib0089]), both in TD and ASD adolescents.

Consistently with the study by Humphreys and colleagues, we found that overall, the neural correlates of object perception were relatively similar in the TD and ASD groups and that the ASD group showed more activation variability in object-related brain areas than the TD group ([@bib0045]).

4.3. Reduced top-down processing in ASD during object detection? {#sec0040}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Despite generally similar neural underpinnings in the TD and ASD groups, some group differences may indicate decreased top-down processing in the ASD group. Indeed, detecting meaningful objects (compared to baseline) was associated with a stronger activation in the LOC and middle occipital gyri in the ASD group than in the TD group. In line with the hypothesis of top-down signals explaining away sensory signals by decreasing the activation amplitude in lower-level regions ([@bib0051]), these greater activation levels in low and mid-level areas could be interpreted as a consequence of less top-down influence in the ASD group than in the TD group. Yet, note that the contrast between *Meaningful* and *Meaningless* stimuli was associated with an increased activation level in the right IFG and in the bilateral LOC in adolescents with ASD than in TD adolescents. While an increased activation level in these regions may seem contradictory with the hypothesis of decreased top-down processing in the ASD group, the increased activity level may not necessarily result in increased feedback from these regions.

In addition, despite no significant group differences in functional connectivity, we can notice that the number of functional connections between occipital and frontal regions tended to increase more clearly in the TD group than in the ASD group, when stimuli were getting more organized and meaningful. The networks of functional connections did not differ significantly between groups, but the strengths of these connections were differentially modulated by meaningful stimuli.

Indeed, the effective connectivity analyses revealed that top-down functional connections at the lower level of the hierarchy were not modulated by meaning in the ASD group, contrary to the TD group. Indeed, organized patterns that were recognizable led to a modulation of top-down functional connections from the OFC to the LOC and from the LOC to the inferior occipital gyrus in the TD group, whereas only the functional connections from the OFC to the LOC were modulated in the ASD group. We can hypothesize that in the meaningful condition, ASD participants applied less prior knowledge, which was associated with less functional connections between frontal and occipital regions, less modulation of top-down functional connections, and increased activation at the lower levels of the ventral visual stream hierarchy. These fMRI results would be in favor of theories suggesting that perception in ASD may be characterized by a reduced influence of prior knowledge in certain contexts ([@bib0067]).

Note that the group differences in neural correlates described above were not associated with decreased performance in the ASD group to detect shapes, but they may be related to increased difficulties in identifying objects, as evidenced in a previous study ([@bib0025]).

4.4. Limitations {#sec0041}
----------------

One of the main limitations of this study is the relatively small sample size of each group.

Besides, using fMRI allowed us to precisely identify the brain regions involved in perceptual organization, but could not provide precise temporal information about this process. Using electrophysiological methods would be more suitable to study the temporal dynamics of perceptual grouping ([@bib0058]) and to perform effective connectivity analyses (such as DCM analyses). Indeed, the results of the DCM analyses should be interpreted carefully, given the poor temporal resolution of fMRI data. In addition, it is important to keep in mind that the DCM analyses tested which of the five models best explained the data, but these models are of course a simplification of the actual neural mechanisms, and some other models (not tested here) could always exist that may better explain the data. Only a limited number of ROIs were chosen in the DCM analyses. As we restricted the set of ROIs to consider in these analyses, it is not unconceivable that additional results could have been obtained and different conclusions could have been formulated if we had chosen another set of brain regions.

Finally, we can highlight that the ASD group showed more variability in brain signal than the TD group. This increased variance may have reduced the sensitivity to detect group differences. Note that increased inter and intra variability of neural signal has been described in ASD (e.g., [@bib0059]; [@bib0069]).

4.5. Conclusion {#sec0042}
---------------

The ability to perceptually group local elements based on contour and/or texture, to perceive elements as a whole is preserved in adolescents with ASD. The ventral visual stream involved in this process was identified in TD and ASD adolescents and revealed only few group differences. When recognizable objects were presented, ASD participants may receive less top-down knowledge from high-level brain regions than TD participants. This may lead to less facilitation and to more difficulties identifying objects. In conclusion, the neural correlates of perceptual organization are preserved in ASD and allow global processing, but may be characterized by less top-down influence for recognizable objects.

Acronyms {#sec0043}
========

ASD: Autism Spectrum Disorder, DCM: Dynamic Causal Modelling, GLM: General Linear Model, IFG: Inferior Frontal Gyrus, LOC: Lateral Occipital Complex, MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging, OFC: Orbitofrontal Cortex, ROI: Region Of Interest, TD: Typically Developing.
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